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Figure 1: In a real world driving study ($N = 55$), participants experienced an in-car voice assistant in two different character manifestations: a personalized assistant based on a user’s placement in the Big Five personality model, and a default character designed as generic agent to suit any driver. (Icons in this Figure © Dinosoft Labs.)

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates personalized voice characters for in-car speech interfaces. In particular, we report on how we designed different personalities for voice assistants and compared them in a real world driving study. Voice assistants have become important for a wide range of use cases, yet current interfaces are using the same style of auditory response in every situation, despite varying user needs and personalities. To close this gap, we designed four assistant personalities (Friend, Admirer, Aunt, and Butler) and compared them to a baseline (Default) in a between-subject study in real traffic conditions. Our results show higher likability and trust for assistants that correctly match the user’s personality while we observed lower likability, trust, satisfaction, and usefulness for incorrectly matched personalities, each in comparison with the Default character. We discuss design aspects for voice assistants in different automotive use cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Voice assistants are becoming a pervasive means of interaction in everyday life [41]. A similar trend is apparent for automotive UIs [44]. Apart from minimizing driver distraction during manual driving [27, 39], speech interfaces also offer a more natural user experience (UX), compared to conventional UIs in cars [1], which is of particular interest in the transition towards automated driving.

Current voice assistants can understand natural language and express information through speech synthesis [41]. However, up to now, most assistants lack an inter-personal level of communication which is required to build relationships. Related research suggests that to become more widely accepted, such systems need to satisfy the expectations users have towards social interaction [28, 34]. It is so far unclear how personalized voice characters affect trust, UX, acceptance, and workload in the real world. To close this gap, we designed a set of personalized voice assistants and tested them in a real-world driving study (N = 55).

Our results show that personalized assistants are accepted when they match users’ preferences. A personalized assistant leads to more trust and higher likability than the default character. For driving-related use cases, assistants require a more serious tone than for entertainment use cases. Therefore, we endorse personalization for in-car voice interfaces, as the driver workload was comparable among all assistant characters and we see a potential for improvements on trust and UX, both for manual and automated driving. Our work is complemented by a discussion of design considerations, meant to support the design of future voice assistants.

Contribution Statement. We contribute insights from a real world driving study (N=55) where we compared the influence of personalized voice assistants on trust, UX, acceptance, and workload to a non-personalized voice assistant.

2 RELATED WORK
This work builds upon research on natural language interfaces and their potential benefits on automotive UIs.

Natural Voice User Interfaces
Conversational interfaces, or voice assistants, that is interfaces which are operated by voice input and respond with synthesized speech [41], have become ubiquitous through smart phones and home automation [41]. Prominent examples are Amazon Alexa1, Apple’s Siri2, or Google’s Assistant3.

Such systems are easy to use as no commands have to be learned. They are more efficient than conventional screen-based interfaces, less error-prone [33], and can offer accessibility to users with disabilities [42]. However their unlimited range of possible inputs also facilitates a gulf between user expectations and actual capabilities [5, 24].

Assistant behavior can be classified as reactive (listen and answer), proactive (initiate conversation, e.g., for reminders), and social (e.g., talk to someone else on your behalf) [47, 53].

Voice Assistants in The Car
Voice interfaces have been shown as valuable alternative input modalities for automotive user interfaces [40, 44, 45]. Drivers mainly utilize visual and manual cognitive resources for the driving task, without extensively straining vocal and auditory channels [52]. This can be used to optimize voice interfaces for limiting overall cognitive load, preventing effects thereof, such as inattentional blindness [21, 23, 54]. In-car voice assistants however also bare risks when demanding verbal interactions coincide with critical driving tasks [50, 51].

In the near future, the omission of the steering wheel in automated vehicles might lead to an increased distance between driver and dashboard, making haptic interactions less convenient than speech. Social implications could also favor voice assistants, as users can hand over responsibilities [46].

The current landscape of commercial in-car voice assistants comprises Google’s Assistant via Android Auto, Apple’s Siri via CarPlay, Mercedes-Benz’ MBUX4, NIO NOMI5, BMW IPA6, and many more upcoming systems, e.g. by Ford, Toyota7, Honda, Hyundai, or Peugeot.8

Personalization of User Interfaces
Many interfaces today, and especially intelligent assistants, incorporate features of personalization. These range from knowing the user’s name, to content customizations based on models of needs and behaviors [19, 49]. Such systems can also act as social players by proactively pointing out information [36, 47] or by helping users to accept new technologies, e.g., by mimicking their behavior in automated driving [37].

Personalization can also help maintaining attachment to cars when ownership and driving are things of the past [7].

---

1https://developer.amazon.com/alexa, last access: 2018-09-15
2https://www.apple.com/siri/, last access: 2018-09-15
3https://assistant.google.com, last access: 2018-09-15
5https://www.nio.io/es8, last access: 2018-09-15
7https://www.toyota.com/concept-i, last access: 2018-09-15
8https://soundhound.com/powered-by-houndify, 2018-11-26
Designing Personality For Digital Agents

Humans are quick on first impressions, be it with humans or with digital systems [35]. Immediate assessments of personality helps us decide whether we aim to converse with an opponent and it allows us to adjust our expectations [8]. Digital assistants benefit from a consistent personality as it helps users to predict their behavior [2].

A widely recognized approach for the classification of personalities is the Big Five model by McCrae and Costa, consisting of openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism (OCEAN) [29]. Extraversion is the most prevalent dimension in HCI studies as it has high informative value and is easy to observe [18].

For the design of artificial personalities, we can build upon the similarity-attraction hypothesis. It states that humans like to interact with others of similar personality [35]. Furthermore, digital assistants and users need a shared understanding of acceptable behavior [16] and the assistant must not be too human-like, to avoid uncanny experiences [32].

In related work, Bickmore & Picard show a relational agent capable of social and emotional interaction, which was evaluated with high ratings for trust and likability [4]. Nass et al. applied a similar concept to a simulated driving context and found increased driving performance and attention if an emotional voice assistant is matched to drivers in a similar state [34]. We are building on the results of this work by exploring personalized voice assistants in real world settings.

3 RESEARCH APPROACH

To investigate personalized voice assistants for driving scenarios, we first collect requirements for personality traits of in-car assistants. We then designed a set of assistants which we finally evaluated in a real-world driving study.

4 CHARACTER DESIGN

In the following section, we report on the design process of the four different voice assistants for in-car speech interfaces that we evaluated in a subsequent study.

Our initial design of eight assistants is based on Argyle’s two-dimensional ‘Model of Attitudes towards Others’ [3]. The model includes the dimensions Dominant – Submissive and Hostile – Friendly as basic pillars of inter-personal communication. We designed assistants to cover the different dimensions of the model. Following a technique proposed by Luria [26], assistants’ personalities are based on fictional characters. In particular, the characters and their respective placement were: Sherlock Holmes (D, H), Sheldon Cooper (D, mH), HAL9000 (mH, mS), Marvin the Android (mH, S), Jack Sparrow (D, F), Baloo the Bear (mD, F), Donkey from Shrek (mS, F), and Ron Weasley (S, F).

\[D = \text{dominant}, \ S = \text{submissive}, \ H = \text{hostile}, \ F = \text{friendly}, \ m = \text{medium}\]

Figure 2: We derived a two-dimensional model from prior work and our pre-study. Each one assistant was designed to match the four dimensions.

Pre-Study

We conducted a pre-study to obtain a better understanding about the required and undesirable personality traits for an in-car assistant. We invited 19 participants (12 male) aged 19-53 years (\(M=35, \ SD=11\)). Most were non-HCI researchers.

**Apparatus.** We designed six scenarios, three related to driving and three related to entertainment. Each scenario contained a specific task, such as asking the assistant for the nearest gas station. Participants could engage in a dialogue with each of the eight speech assistants. The assistants’ responses were pre-recorded by a voice actress for each assistant and reflected the respective placement in the model.

**Procedure.** Participants were invited to our lab. They experienced all six scenarios with each voice assistant, adding up to 48 total interactions. The order was counter-balanced. After each assistant, we had participants fill in a MeCue and an Acceptance Scale questionnaire [20, 31]. At the end we conducted a semi-structured interview with participants.

**Results.** Results from the MeCue and Acceptance Scale questionnaires [20, 31] and personal interviews identify unfriendly behavior and excessive talking as negative traits, while assistants with a perceived friendly attitude were liked by most participants. The data shows a dissent on the desired levels of distance between assistant and user, the assistant’s professionalism (i.e., how respectful it behaves towards the user), and the balance of power within the conversation.

From the feedback of our pre-study, we can assume a hostile assistant as unsuitable. As a result, we excluded such characters for further investigation. On the dominance scale (balance of power), we identified notions of preferences towards *equivalent* and *subordinate* characters. We also decided to introduce the dimension *professionalism*, with *casual* and *formal* being the two ends of the scale.

The resulting model facilitated the design of four plausible characters for an in-car voice assistant (see Figure 2).
Final Characters

All characters were designed in cooperation with a screenwriter. We focused on credible and distinguishable features. The traits are expressed through choice of words and intonation, while content and extent of speech output were identical for all characters to ensure comparability. All audio snippets used in the study were recorded by a professional voice actress. Audio samples are available online.10

We provide a brief description of each assistant.

Friend. This character was designed to exhibit a casual conversational tone while at eye level with the user. She has fun being a co-driver and lightens the mood with her wit.

Admirer. She also has a casual conversation tone but is designed to be subordinate towards the user. This character is affirming and almost praises the user’s decisions.

Aunt. The aunt character is a rather formal instance, who behaves familiar with the user. She cares deeply about the user’s well-being and takes things serious.

Butler. This character is designed to be subordinate and neutral. She delivers facts and follows orders.

In addition to the four characters that fit the dimensions in Figure 2, we designed a fifth character, Default, as a trade-off. This character is supposed to be suitable, albeit not perfect, for a majority of users. We use the Default as a comparable standard assistant with the same capabilities but less distinct personality features than the previously defined characters.

Default. She is correct in what she does but not too technical, and neither like a subordinate nor like a friend.

Assigning Assistants

As a final step, we came up with an approach to match users to one of the four characters. We conducted a user study (N = 31), where participants (aged 19–62 years, M = 35, SD = 12.45) first underwent a 60-item Big Five Inventory questionnaire [12]. We then introduced them to the four characters we had designed in the previous step. They were told about the character’s qualities by the examiner and could listen to a set of recorded voice samples. Finally, they voted on their favorite character and how they would place the personalization of voice assistants, based on user personality traits, has advantages in comparison to a default characters, as is common in today’s vehicles.

Hypotheses

We assume positive effects of personalization on user experience with limitations caused by high workloads in certain driving situations. Our assumptions are based on literature and can be summarized in seven hypotheses. Following best practices discussed at CHI ’18 [10], we pre-registered our hypotheses prior to the study.11

H1: A default one-fits-all character is generally accepted by users.

H2: A personalized character scores higher ratings for trust and user experience, compared to the default assistant (cf. [37]).

H3: A personalized character leads to more expressions of positive emotions compared to the default assistant.

H4: A less serious character leads to higher workloads than a serious character (cf. [50, 51]).

H5: Users would pick the character adapted to their personality over other characters or the Default(cf. [37]).

H6: Users prefer less emotional characters for driving-related tasks, and emotional ones for non-driving-related tasks (cf. [51]).

H7: User extraversion correlates with the estimation of extraversion of their preferred character [35].

Study Design

This study used assistant personality as a between-subject independent variable. Four personalities (Friend, Admirer, Aunt, Butler) were tested against a baseline character (Default). Additionally, three use case clusters (Driving Related, Proactive Assistant, Connected Car) were deployed as independent variables within each ride. As dependent variables we collected user personality traits (Big Five Inventory [12]) and subjective ratings on user experience (UEQ modules Attractiveness and Stimulation [22],

10http://www.drivingstudy.de/audiosamples

11Pre-registered online at https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=5p2ta6
We conducted the experiment as a Wizard-of-Oz study [11] with the participants driving a real car and the operator sitting in the back. The operator watched the surroundings and the driver’s behavior in order to trigger the experiment use cases in appropriate situations.

The operator was equipped with a tablet computer running the experiment interface from which audio files could be played on loudspeakers in the front of the car. Two cameras were positioned on top of the steering wheel (see Figure 3). One was connected to the system interface and allowed the operator to watch the instrument cluster and thus, react to, e.g., the activation of the distance control system. The second camera was directed at the driver’s face and supplied a data stream to the emotion recognition system.

The experiment took place in an upper-middle class car on a road section in Munich, Germany. The route allowed for a ca. 5 minute familiarization ride on private grounds before entering public streets. Thus, participants could become accustomed with the car itself before being introduced to the assistant. The road started in an inner-city area, passing a construction site with speed limits, and several lateral parking spots, before leaving the city on a state road. The route also provided sightseeing spots at both ends. Speed limits on the route ranged from 40 to 100 km/h and participants took between 16 and 24 minutes for a one-way ride, depending on traffic. The total distance for both ways was 22 km. The construction site, parking spaces, and sightseeing spots were used as triggers for the experiment use cases.

**Procedure**

Several days before the experiment took place, participants answered an online Big Five Inventory questionnaire which was used to select a fitting assistant character (see Section 4). At the site, we introduced participants to the concept of an intelligent voice assistant and to the procedure. They answered general questions on demographics and signed a declaration of consent. After a familiarization ride on private property, the experiment commenced on public roads. Each participant experienced two rides: one with a personalized assistant (Friend, Admirer, Aunt, or Butler) and one with the Default assistant. The order of experienced characters was alternated between participants to prevent sequence effects.

On the road, 12 use cases were triggered by the operator at certain locations. The use cases were split into three clusters: Driving Related (e.g., using the automatic parking function when passing an empty lateral spot), Proactive Assistant (e.g., offering sport mode when leaving the city limits), and Connected Car (e.g., getting information on a sightseeing spot nearby), as well as a welcome and farewell message by the assistant. After each use case, participants rated the interaction verbally as good, neutral, or bad.

After each ride, participants answered the questionnaires described above, giving their feedback for the experienced character. At the end of the final ride, participants listened to key statements from all five characters and decided which character they would like to use in future conversations. In the end, the examiner held a short semi-structured interview (ca. 5 minutes) focusing on appropriate and inappropriate situations with respect to the three use case clusters.

**Limitations**

All study participants were BMW Group employees. This guaranteed that participants were covered by insurance. We expect no major effects on the results as the demographic data was reasonably heterogeneous.

The small number of women in the study is a limitation which could not be avoided during recruiting. Related work suggests that women are on average demonstrating higher levels of interpersonal sensitivity than males [9]. However this does not necessarily affect personality preferences [25].

---

Figure 3: Left: the voice interface was controlled by a wizard on the backseat (1), two cameras streamed data to an emotion recognition software and provided the wizard with a view of the instrument cluster (2), the voice feedback was output through loudspeakers (3). Right: Experiment route.

Map data ©2018 GeoBasis-DE/BKG, map view ©2009 Google
### Table 1: Four tasks in each ride belonged to one cluster (Driving Related, Proactive Assistant, Connected Car).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Off-boarding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Farewell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant</td>
<td>On-boarding Assistant welcomes driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Driving Related</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant Speed limit at construction site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Connected Car</td>
<td>Driving Related Automatic parking function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Driving Related</td>
<td>Connected Car Set a reminder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Driving Related</td>
<td>Driving Related Activate distance control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant</td>
<td>Driving Related Deactivate distance control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Driving Related</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant Assistant offers sport mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Connected Car</td>
<td>Driving Related Deactivate sport mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Connected Car</td>
<td>Connected Car Check lights at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant</td>
<td>Connected Car Information on nearby area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Connected Car</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant Reminder: bag in trunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Proactive Assistant</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matching of personalities based on the user’s personality led to an uneven distribution of assigned characters. This could not be avoided as recruiting based on a personality test would have violated union rules on personal data privacy. We could also not let participants choose a character by themselves as this would have given them too much information in advance and thus jeopardized the data integrity. We excluded one between-group because of the low number of participants (3), the other groups consist of 21, 16, and 15 data sets, which qualify as solid basis for statistical analysis.

### 6 RESULTS

We used a decision tree to assign characters: Of the 55 participants, 21 were matched to the character Friend, 16 to the Butler, and 15 to the Aunt, leaving three participants who experienced the Admirer. As such a small sample cannot be used to generate statistically meaningful assertions, we are omitting the results for this character in direct comparisons.

We divide the data set into two groups based on whether the matching algorithm suggested the same character as the participant chose as his/her favorite at the end of the experiment. In total, 16 of 55 participants chose the suggested personalized character, 27 preferred the Default, and 12 decided for another personalization than proposed by the matching algorithm. All values reported in Table 2 were collected on a scale from -3 (low) to +3 (high).

#### Trust

Trust in digital systems is an essential prerequisite for their long-time adoption, especially in the automotive context where automation is expected to disrupt the industry [14]. Pairwise comparisons show the Default character as significantly more trustworthy than Friend, Aunt, and Butler (T-test, \( p < .05 \)). The Friend character was judged least trustworthy, Aunt and Butler only marginally differ (Table 2).

#### User Experience (UX)

Participants provided subjective UX evaluations via a questionnaire incorporating the modules Attractiveness and Stimulation of the UEQ, and a one-item scale on likability from [22].

**Attractiveness & Stimulation.** All evaluated characters were assessed as medium attractive to use without noteworthy preferences. Stimulation was rated neutral (Butler) to good (Friend, Aunt, Default, see Table 2).

**Likeability.** In direct comparison and over all participants, the Default character is rated most likable (\( p < .05 \)), with no significant differences between all other characters. In case of correct matching however, personalized characters were rated significantly more likable than the Default, as shown in Figure 5. Vice versa, the characters were rated poorly when incorrectly matched.
Figure 5: Likability scores were at a maximum both for personalized characters when the matching was correct, and for the Default character when participants felt incorrectly matched. **p < .01

Acceptance
The Van der Laan Acceptance Scale [20] was used to measure perceived usefulness and satisfaction of voice assistant personalities. None of the characters was rated as useless (M < 0) by participants and only the Friend personality is seen as mildly unsatisfying (see Table 2). The Default character scores best in direct comparison, Aunt and Butler are assessed similarly.

Figure 6 shows that personalization has no benefit on usefulness or satisfaction when characters are correctly matched. However, in a mismatched situation, personalized characters were evaluated as significantly less useful and less satisfying than the Default assistant.

Workload
We used the Driving Activity Load Index [38], a specialized version of the Nasa Task Load Index [13] for the automotive domain, to assess participants’ required mental and auditory workload towards the voice assistant, the interference of speech interaction with the driving task, and perceived stress caused by the system. An analysis of variance showed no significant results for any character (mean values and standard deviations are listed in Table 2). This suggests that personalized characters were perceived as comparably suitable for in-car use cases as the Default voice assistant.

Emotion Recognition
We evaluate the output of the Affdex facial expression detection system [30] for a 10-second time frame after each interaction. This duration was chosen as literature states emotional responses to auditory stimuli are processed against preexisting expectations within less than 10 seconds after interaction [6, 17]. An ANOVA and pairwise comparisons (T-test) showed significant differences for measurements of joy between personalized characters and the Default (p < 0.05) when the matching was incorrect (increased joy with a personalized character). We observed a comparable tendency for correctly matched characters. However, Table 3 shows that all measures except those for Engagement are very low (scales 0–100) and with high deviations. Thus, we refrain from drawing conclusions based on these measurements.

Table 3: Emotion detection values for a 10-second time frame after experiencing the characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friend</th>
<th>Aunt</th>
<th>Butler</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valence</td>
<td>-5.17</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
<td>-5.28</td>
<td>-5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>9.92</td>
<td>9.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>35.08</td>
<td>34.37</td>
<td>34.75</td>
<td>35.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7: Semantic differential scale of perceived assistant personalities, showing participants were able to correctly distinguish between the different characters.

Figure 8: Mean Big Five scores for participants, split by their preferred character. Users who chose the Friend were significantly more extraverted than all other groups.

**Personality Interplay**

In the final interview, participants assessed the experienced characters using a semantic differential scale with 7 dimensions. Figure 7 shows that most characteristics were perceived as designed, only the Butler was rated as more dominant than the designers had intended.

We also asked participants to assign an estimation of extraversion to their experienced characters. Extraversion is the personality dimension which is easiest to be observed in social interactions and literature describes it as most revealing factor of personality [18]. The Default (27.5) was assessed as least extraverted (scale 0–100), followed by the Butler (56.3) and the Aunt (66.3). The Friend (73.8) was perceived as most extraverted.

Figure 8 shows the mean personality trait scores of participants, grouped by their preferred character. In pairwise comparison, participants who chose the Friend character scored significantly higher in extraversion than all other groups \( (p < .05) \), confirming the similarity-attraction hypothesis mentioned by Nass et al. [35]. Other dimensions did not yield substantial differences. The low scores on neuroticism are striking but constant throughout groups.

**Use Cases**

Participants experienced 12 use cases from 3 clusters (Table 1) with each character. In the interview, they reflected on these use cases by listening to the relevant audio snippets again and gave feedback on how their preferred assistant should have behaved. We extracted recommendations for each use case through thematic analysis and from task ratings.

**On-boarding & Off-boarding.** The first and last contact with the character occurred at the beginnings and end of each drive. They were not part of any use case cluster, we instead used them to express the assistant’s personality with no further information provided. Both personalized and Default characters were positively rated for these types of use cases. This suggests that an assistant can express more of its full personality during on-boarding and off-boarding, especially when the car is not in motion.

**Driving Related Tasks.** Tasks directly related to driving, e.g., activating certain driving modes, are highly relevant for the user’s security. Participants rated the Friend character as least appropriate and unanimously called for serious and short statements. In less crucial situations like sideways parking, a supportive stance as displayed by the Aunt was sought-after. Feedback should be kept affirmative and minimal. To name an example from the study, the order to deactivate the sports mode should be answered with an “okay” instead of “deactivating sports mode”.

**Connected Car Tasks.** Modern cars possess not only multimedia functionalities but also connect to online services like calendars or smart homes. We combine these kinds of tasks into one cluster. Participants accepted the personalized characters for these situations, opposed to driving related tasks. On direct comparison, participants preferred the Friend character for her lively presented answers. Feedback suggests the assistant should behave like a co-driver who can answer quick questions in a pragmatic way (“Did I leave the lights on at home?” – “Yes, you did.” A presentation of personality is accepted, as long as it is authentic.

**Proactive Assistant Tasks.** When voice assistants initiate conversations without prior input, we call this proactivity. Feedback on proactive tasks was mixed. Many participants opposed unsolicited speech output. If appropriate, personalized characters were preferred. Interview feedback suggests the assistant should act like an authentic, human co-driver.
7 DISCUSSION

Our results show that the correct matching of assistant characters to the user’s personality is a crucial prerequisite for positive effects of personalization. We reflect on how we can improve in-car voice interaction through personalization.

Robust State-Of-The-Art

The Default character represents a voice assistant character as implemented in state-of-the-art systems. Lots of research went into the design of these assistants and we can confirm that the character was trusted and reasonably well liked with values in the upper regions of both scales (H1). We consider it safe to say that such a neutral assistant is a good starting point to introduce assistant personality to users.

Personalization Gone Wrong, or: Let Them Choose Their Co-Driver

When assistant and user are incorrectly matched, the personalized assistant is accepted less than the Default. This should by no means surprise us: the assistant acts as a co-driver and thus can easily cause displeasure. A connection between user and assistant extraversion could be observed, which suggests to accept the similarity-attraction hypothesis (H7). The proposed matching algorithm, however, performed badly with only 16/55 participants (29%) confirming its suggestion, which refuses us from confirming H5. The matching algorithm was calculated on a data set of 30 participants, which might have been too little input for this kind of classification. We also found that certain dimensions do not significantly affect character preferences (see Figure 8), by including them we added unnecessary noise to the data.

Fortunately, the need to assign characters pre-experiment only resulted from experimental purposes, as we had to conceal the true nature of the characters from participants. In a production setting, the assistant’s personality could be adapted not only by implicit system decisions but also explicitly by the user, through settings or direct commands: “Hey Assistant, stop being so nice all the time.”

As novice users are prone to forgo customization as long as a system works [48], some degree of personalization initiated by the system or encouragement for users could be beneficial. Incremental adaptations by the system can go hand in hand with user-initiated personality selection.

The User Benefits of a Personalized Assistant

The display of personality features was rated most appropriate in settings where the driver was not preoccupied with the primary task of driving. We can therefore confirm the hypothesis that non-driving-related situations (infotainment, connected car) are most suitable for personalized interaction, while security-relevant driving functions need to be delivered unemotionally (H6).

Participants who experienced a correctly matched personalized character trusted and liked this character more than the Default character, which suggests to accept H2. This motivates further investigations of assistant personalization, on one hand because it can improve acceptance and with that the adaptation of voice assistants which can help reducing the cognitive load of the driver [45]. On the other hand, non-driving-related activities will increase with the introduction of automated cars and affect take-over performance [15]. Here we can design a more natural interaction for a better UX and eventually steer passengers’ attention to optimize situational awareness for eventual take-over requests.

How do we Get This on the Road?

In order to pave the way for an actual realization of personalized voice assistant characters in consumer vehicles, we need to build an environment which can assess user preferences (either implicitly or through direct input) to incrementally adapt the personality, and judge context information to determine the safety risk involved in the road situation. We used an emotion detection approach to monitor the driver’s emotions. However, based on the recorded data, we cannot clearly accept H3 (more positive emotions with personalized characters). An evaluation of perceived mental and auditory load, interference, and induced stress, however, showed comparable results for personalized and default assistants. Thus, we fail to confirm that driver workload and with it, driving performance, are impaired by personalization (H4).

8 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we explored the influence of personalized voice assistant characters on UX, acceptance, trust, and workload compared to a non-personalized assistant. The results show that personalization has a positive effect on trust and likability if the voice assistant character matches the user’s personality. However, a mismatch can cause displeasure.

Future voice assistants need to adapt to the user as well as to the environment. Our findings provoke the personalization of voice assistants not only on a cultural level as it is already happening, but on a context-aware basis, e.g. being short and precise in driving-related situations, and getting chatty on an empty road when the driver is bored. A neutral assistant is recommended as starting point before gradually adjusting its personality to the user’s needs, either through implicit system decisions or explicit user input. Successive work should look into how an optimal assistant personality can be chosen for the driver. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate how to transfer our findings to driving settings with higher automation levels.
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